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In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with
God, and the Word was God. He was in the beginning
with God. All things came into being through Him, and
apart from Him nothing came into being that has come
into being.
John 1:1-3

Beginning in January 2016 Pastor Andy Woods will be teaching Wednesday night Bible study at Sugar Land Bible Church for the Spring quarter.
The focus of this class will be on "Soteriology," which otherwise known as the
"Doctrine of Salvation." Of all of the topics discussed in the Bible, this subject is perhaps the most paramount from the human viewpoint since a correct understanding of
its contents determines where we spend eternity (Gal. 1:6-9). The material for this
teaching will be taken from a class that Pastor Andy regularly teaches at the College
Of Biblical Studies entitled "Man, Sin, Salvation." The material covered in this class will
include the definition of salvation, election versus free will, the atonement, salvation
words, God's one condition of salvation, eternal security, the results of salvation, and
the false views of salvation. Many subtopics will be explored under each of these major
headings such as Lordship Salvation, Calvinism versus Arminianism, Inclusivism and
Universalism, the possibility of carnal Christianity, the doctrine of rewards, and the
three tenses of salvation, etc... The format will proceed a little differently than what
folks may be used to. First, we will be doing our teaching in the sanctuary. Second, the
sessions will be videotaped and archived for the benefit of our missionaries who sometimes need theological guidance in certain areas. Third, the basic format will include
prayer from 6:45 to 7 PM, teaching from 7 to 8 PM, and questions and answers from 8 to
8:15 PM. We understand that some will have to leave at 8 pm sharp to collect their children and so they may not be able to stick around for the question and answer session.
We are excited to be offering this new class for the benefit of the saints at Sugar Land
Bible Church. We hope and pray that many will take advantage of it. We are looking forward to what God will do through these sessions of study in "His Word."
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Missionaries of the Month
Ministry Focus

Philippians 1:27b, “That you are standing firm in one spirit,
with one mind striving together for the faith of the gospel.”
At the end of last March the Lord stirred a new vision/ strategy for more effectively reaching soldiers on Ft. Hood. The soldiers we seek to train in our ministry attend several different
local churches. Since their time is limited, many times there is
tension between choosing to be intentional insiders on post
or to be absorbed into valid in-church only ministries. The
idea the Lord gave us was to develop these soldiers to be able
to do both, minister on Ft. Hood and in their church at the
same time. We aim to train some to be liaisons of our intentional, outreach ministry to in-turn train others in their churches who are mission minded to, in a sense, go on mission to Ft.
Hood. Each church including the Post Chapel could have a
dedicated team to be reaching out to those they live, work,
and play with on Ft. Hood and in the surrounding communities. As a result, our ministry will be utilized in a greater
capacity to train believers and to reach the lost, and each church will have well-trained disciples who will help their
respective churches grow. We are trusting that the greatest effect will be that His Gospel will more effectively and rapidly sweep across the whole post by these focused teams working as one.
From the Knowing Comes the Going
In John 15:4-8 there is a direct correlation between abiding in Christ (the knowing) and being fruitful (the going).
Many times I hear believers say, “I need to do more for God,” thinking if they serve God then they will be in greater
favor or have a better relationship with Him. Although God does want us to bear much fruit for Him, He’s much more
interested in us knowing Him. We as disciples seem to be all about what we can do for God but can get sideways
with Him when tough times come our way. We might think that, if we are doing great things for God, He will reciprocate by making our life smooth and easy. But what we may be missing is that to know Him is His real heartbeat, and
He many times brings us into suffering to learn how to truly trust and know Him better which enables greater fruit
bearing.
In Jesus’ commissioning of the disciples in Matt. 28:18-20, Jesus let us know Him as the one who has ALL authority.
Then He followed up with the going statement of which has forever changed the world. In essence, we can’t be effective for God until we know God. So, we must be yielding our lives to those who teach us the Word and digging
daily into His Word personally with the desire of knowing Him more and deeper. Then those things we do in His
name, the going, will be a relational outflow of the knowing regardless of the suffering that may come. This can make
life in Him much more fulfilling.
Family Focus
Our family continues to be strong and have endurance, with each maturing physically and spiritually in the midst of
constant change and challenge.
Andrew is asking great questions about the Lord and working through truly knowing and trusting Him. He also has
been playing city league soccer and beginning to beat his body up with this “Parkour” thing. He will enter the 8th
grade this fall.
Philip keeps devouring books and food. He has taken his place as the tallest member of our household. His frequent
trips to the pantry seem to be helping that along. He will enter the 10th grade and begin dual credit courses at our
local community college.
Elizabeth recently returned from a mission trip to Turkey and has expressed the desire to return to continue to reach
women and children of the Muslim community there. She will continue her cross cultural degree at Howard Payne
and prepare for ministry.
Robin continues to pour into the lives of some young women and girls here and attempts to keep her thumb “green”
as she makes the yard more beautiful and inviting.
Art has found a “second wind” in the new strategy to reach out at Ft Hood. With his back issues leveling off, he is finding more relief from the intense pain he was experiencing. He continues to personally mentor soldiers in the faith. He
also will soon have to set his retirement date with the Air Force Reserves.
Continued on page 7
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The Rapture (Part 34)

My previous articles commenced a series on the rapture of the church. We began with the question, "What is the Rapture?" This question can best be answered by noting ten truths about the
rapture from 1 Thessalonians 4:13-18 and 1 Corinthians 15:50-58. We then moved to a second
main question, namely, when will the rapture take place relative to the coming seven-year Tribulation period? We offered the contention that believers can develop certainty that they will be
raptured before the Tribulation period occurs for at least seven reasons. After dealing with these
two questions, we began to explore some of the weaknesses associated with the other competing views that seek to answer the question, "When Will the Rapture Take Place Relative to the
Coming Tribulation Period?" At least five differing perspectives exist. We noted at the onset that
Andy Woods—
Woods—Pastor
it is important to understand that all of the non-pretribulation positions have a difficult time handling the seven arguments favoring prepre-tribulationalism previously discussed in this series. Beyond this, we have already noted the problems
associated with midmid-tribulationalism and postpost-tribulationalism, and partial rapturism.
rapturism In this and the next article, we will
briefly explain and analyze prepre-wrath rapturism.
rapturism

Pre-Wrath Rapturism
Pre-wrath rapture theory has been promoted into modern-day evangelicalism through the relatively recent writings of
Robert Van Kampen and Marvin Rosenthal. Alan Kurschner represents an even more recent promoter of this view. Perhaps the best way to understand this view is to note how pre-wrath rapturists divide the coming Tribulation period, or
Seventieth Week of Daniel (Dan. 9:27), into three distinct phases.

First, the "beginning of sorrows" is the label pre-wrath rapturists give to the first-half of the Tribulation period. This segment represents the three-and-one-half year time period from the beginning of the seven-year period with the signing of
the peace treaty between the Antichrist and unbelieving Israel and terminating with the Antichrist's desecration of the
rebuilt Jewish temple at the Tribulation's midpoint. Sometimes pre-wrath rapturists, based upon Matthew 24:4-8, refer to
this segment as "unexpected soft labor pains." Pre-wrath rapturists contend that the first four seal judgments (Rev. 6:1-8)
will transpire during this time period.

Second, the next major section of the Tribulation period, according to pre-wrath rapturists, is called the "Great Tribulation." This segment will begin with the desecration of the temple by the Antichrist at the Tribulation's midpoint when he
will erect a pagan statue in the rebuilt Jewish temple (Dan. 9:27; 12:11; Matt. 24:15; 2 Thess. 2:3-4; Rev. 13:15). Apparently, this segment will be initiated with the opening of the fifth seal judgment (Rev. 6:9-11) and will conclude with the
opening of the sixth seal judgment (Rev. 6:12-17). This section will last roughly twenty-one months. During this time period, both the wrath of Satan and man through the Antichrist will be brought forth in an unprecedented manner (Matt.
24:21-22; Rev. 12:12-17). It is during this period of time that the restrainer (2 Thess. 2:6-7), who pre-wrath rapturists interpret as Michael the Archangel, will stand aside and cease from restraining evil and satanic lawlessness. Rosenthal notes:
Speaking of this one who will hinder the Antichrist, Paul said, "only he who now hindereth will continue to hinder until he
be taken out of the way" (2 Thess. 2:7). The word hindereth means to hold down, and the phrase taken out of the way
means to step aside. Therefore, the one who had the job of hindering the Antichrist will step aside; that is, he will no longer
be a restraint between the antichrist and those the Antichrist is persecuting.
Pre-wrath rapturists are careful to note that only the wrath of man through the Antichrist or Satan's wrath have been
exhibited up until this point of the Tribulation period. In other words, the wrath of God will be absent from the Tribulation period's first sixty-three months.

Third, the final section of the Tribulation period, according to pre-wrath rapturists, is known as the "Day of the Lord." The
opening of the sixth seal judgment (Rev. 6:12-17), with its cosmic disturbances, will herald the rapidly approaching Day
of the Lord. The Day of the Lord will begin with the opening of the seventh seal judgment (Rev. 8:1-6) and will continue
as the angels sound the various trumpet judgments (Rev. 8:7‒11:19). It too will last twenty-one months, and it is during
this segment that the world for the first time will experience divine wrath during Daniel's Seventieth Week. Pre-wrath
rapturists are also quick to note that God's wrath is not mentioned in the Book of Revelation until the events surrounding the sixth seal judgment (Rev. 6:16-17). The rapture will occur prior to the Day of the Lord. Pre-wrath rapturists place
the rapture at this juncture since they maintain that the Bible only promises that believers will be delivered from God's
(Continued on Page 4)
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wrath (1 Thess. 1:10; 5:9; Rom. 5:9) rather than from tribulation. Since, according to this scheme, the wrath of God will
not exist until the Tribulation period's final twenty-one months, the church will be present for the Tribulation period's
first sixty-three months. Thus, the seventh seal judgment will not only launch the Day of the Lord, or the Tribulation
period's final twenty-one months, but also the rapture of the church.
While several excellent book-length and in-depth refutations of pre-wrath rapturism are available, the present brief critique will focus on only seven general problems with the pre-wrath rapture view. First, the pre-wrath rapture view places the church, a distinct spiritual organism, into Daniel's Seventieth Week, which is a time period when God will be exclusively dealing with national Israel (Dan. 9:24). Earlier in the series, we noted that the first of seven reasons why the
church must be raptured before the Tribulation even begins is because the Tribulation period concerns God's unfinished program with Israel as given in the Seventy Week's prophecy rather than the church. Since God deals with Israel
and the church on a mutually exclusive basis, the church cannot be present for any of Daniel's Seventieth Week. The
pre-wrath rapture view ignores this fundamental principle by placing the church into three quarters of Daniel's Seventieth Week, which represents a time period comprising God's program with national Israel. As Robert Lightner well observes, "The prewrath Rapture view is different from the normal pretribulational view in that it does not consistently distinguish between God's program with Israel and His program with the church. The way it differs is that it has the
church in Israel's seventieth week..." George Zeller similarly offers the following excellent analysis:

The Pre-Wrath view CONFUSES the mysterious and parenthetical nature of the Church Age. It confuses CHURCH HISTORY with ISRAELITE HISTORY. God has a program for the Church and God
has a distinct program for His people Israel. The two must not be confused. The clearest and most
complete chronological prophecy that God has given to us is the 70-week prophecy in Daniel 9:24-27.
These 70 weeks involve 490 years of Jewish history: "Seventy weeks are determined UPON THY
PEOPLE AND UPON THY HOLY CITY." These 490 year s per tain to the J ews and to J er usalem, not to the Church. Of the 490 years, the last seven years are yet unfulfilled. After the first 69
weeks the Messiah was cut off and we know that the Church Age began less than two months after the
Messiah was cut off. Daniel’s 70th week has remained unfulfilled for nearly 2000 years. The prophetic time clock has stopped ticking for all these years. The clock stopped ticking after the 69th week and
has not yet resumed ticking. How can we explain this large 2000 year gap between the 69th week and
the 70th week? The answer is revealed on the pages of the New Testament. DURING THIS 2000
YEAR GAP GOD IS INVOLVED IN THE FOLLOWING PROGRAM: 1. He is building His Church
(Matt. 16:18; Acts 2:47). 2. He is taking out a people for His Name (Acts 15:14). 3. He is bringing in
the fullness of the Gentiles (Rom. 11:25). 4. He is placing believers into a living organism (1 Cor.
12:13). 5. He is saving a "showcase" that will eternally display His matchless grace (Eph. 1:7).6. He is
manifesting Himself through His body which is upon the earth (1 Tim. 3:15-16). Just as the Church
had an abrupt beginning on the day of Pentecost shortly after the conclusion of the 69th week, so it
should be expected that the Church will have an abrupt removal shortly before the beginning of the
70th week. The Pretribulational model harmonizes perfectly with Daniel’s 70th week prophecy while
at the same time recognizing the parenthetical and mysterious nature of the Church Age. It is
"mysterious" in the sense that Church truth was unrevealed on the pages of the Old Testament and the
Church Age was not foreseen by the prophets. The Old Testament prophets did not tell us about the
gap simply because they did not see the gap. It was unrevealed to them. They saw only the two mountain peaks which represent the first and second comings of Christ but they did not see the large valley
in between. The Pre-Wrath view sees the Church as being on earth during a large part of Daniel’s 70th
week (the Church will be on earth, according to Rosenthal’s charts, for approximately 3/4 of the last
seven years, or approximately five years or more). This mixes up and confuses God’s purpose for Israel and God’s purpose for the Church. THE CHURCH HAS NEVER AND WILL NEVER BE PRESENT ON EARTH DURING ANY OF ISRAEL’S 70 WEEKS. The Church began after the 69th
week ended and the Church will be raptured before the 70th week begins.
Second, the pre-wrath rapture of the church denies the imminent return of Christ. Earlier in this series we noted how
the rapture is the very next event on the prophetic horizon. It is a signless event that can transpire at any moment. This
is why the New Testament constantly exhorts New Testament believers to be looking for Christ's imminent return in the
rapture (John 14:3; 1 Thess. 1:10; 4:15; 1 Cor. 1:7; 15:51; Philip. 3:20; Titus 2:13; Jas. 5:8) rather than to be focused on
the Antichrist, the rebuilding of the Temple, or some other prophetic sign as the very next event on the prophetic horizon. The pre-wrath rapture of the church, by placing the rapture in the middle of the second half of the Tribulation period, denies the idea that the rapture is imminent and in fact can happen today. An entire prophetic scenario consisting
Continued on Page 6
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Ladies’ Morning Bible Study
Nehemiah: Diligence Counts
(a continuing, ongoing study of the post-exilic books)
January 12, 2016
9:00-9:15 a.m. Fellowship and Coffee
9:15 a.m. Bible Study Begins
Sugar Land Bible Church
Betty Cooke will lead this study.
Please sign up in the foyer.

Ladies’ Evening Bible Study
Ezra 77-10 and Nehemiah: Diligence Counts
(a continuing study of the post-exilic books)
January 12, 2016, 7:00-8:30 p.m.
Sugar Land Bible Church
Betty Cooke will lead this study.
Please sign up in the foyer.

Scripture for the Month: Nehemiah 1:8-9
“Remember

the word which You commanded Your servant Moses, saying, ‘If you are unfaithful I
will scatter you among the peoples; but if you return to Me and keep My commandments and
do them, though those of you who have been scattered were in the most remote
part of the heavens, I will gather them from there and will bring them to the place
where I have chosen to cause My name to dwell.’
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of roughly three-fourths of the Tribulation period must first transpire according to pre-wrath rapturism. Kessinger well
explains the signs that first must transpire before the rapture can occur according to the pre-wrath rapture scheme and
how this notion represents a gross violation of the doctrine of imminency:

The doctrine of imminence holds the Christ can come to rapture His church at any moment. Believers
in the early church, including the apostle Paul, believed that Christ could come in their lifetime (1
Thessalonians 1:10; 4:13-15; Titus 2:13). The church sees this doctrine as an incentive for ministry
and godly living. Does this mean the Christ's return for His church will be at any moment, without
any sign, and with no yet to be fulfilled prophesied event to precede it? Pre-wrath rapturists argue
that Christ could come in any generation but that signs will herald the general time. Those signs include (1) the emergence of the antichrist, (2) wars and rumors of war, (3) famine, (4) pestilence, and
(5) cosmic disturbance. Pre-wrath rapturists emphasize Christians' expectancy of Christ's return rather than its imminency. This expectancy of Christ's return is the catalyst for holy living.
(To Be Continued...)
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Fellowship Room—
Room—The Millennial Kingdom & the New Heaven & New Earth—
Earth—Bob
Graper –Teacher
Room 110/108—
110/108—From God’s Creation to God’ Nation—
Nation—Richard Robinson—
Robinson—
Teacher

The Cornerstone Newsletter deadline for
News articles is the 19th of each month. You
can e-mail Patricia Chandler at:
earlbudc@att.net or send information to Carol
Henry at Carol@SLBC.org
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Missions-Continued from Page 2

Please Pray for:
God to give liaisons to be trained for the new Ft. Hood mission focus
Wisdom to address each soldier’s needs and encourage their faithfulness
More laborers to train
Protec&on and strength for our family through transi&ons and trials
Complete healing for Art’s spinal problems
Blessings to you in Christ!
Art & Robin

Ladies Friendship Luncheon
April 30, 2016
Speaker will be Rachel Norris– Potter
Ladies Mark your calendars now, you
don’t want to miss this.
Rachel will be demonstrating her talent as she
speaks.
Arise, and go down to the potter’s house, and there I will cause thee to hear my
words.
Jeremiah 18:2

April 22-24
To be held at Frontier Camp in
Grapeland, Tx.
Mark your Calendar!

